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    Introduction :
Many archaeological sites in Syria still exposes to abuse and violations due to the ongoing war, insecurity and 
anarchy in many areas and towns. However, the ATPA in Al Jazeera Territory in northeast of Syria and through 
a team of archeologists continues to protect sites Which is under the control of Syrian democratic forces (SDF) 
and based on its moral, humanitarian, obligation Despite of lack of possibilities , difficulties and risks which ex-
periencing it, ignoring difficulty of  living conditions and road risks . this report is the second one after that pub-
lished in  2016, where take up situation of excavated sites and its dig houses, quantity of confiscated materials, 
mounds that were used as sites on the front of fight and the violations and infractions that recorded against 
archaeological sites, in addition to the awareness, documenting and protection  activities of the Authority. this 
report Highlights on the condition of archaeological sites in Al Jazireah Territory, attached with schedule contains 
name of sites.
As well as inscribe other sites documented for one time in 2017  , especially those located to the south of Ha-
sakah as Al Hol, Arishah and Shadada, in addition to some archaeological sites in Al Balikh Basin and Euphrates 
valley region ..

fig 1 . Syrian map shows Al Jazeera Territory location

Al Jazeera Territory
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Situation of archaeological 
sites in Al Jazireah territory 
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     Situation of archaeological sites in Al Jazireah territory :
First : Al Hasaka region : 
There are five areas belong to Al Hasaka region as Ba’r Alhelo, Tell Tamer, Al Hol, Shadada, Arishah and Merkada and about 

358 archaeological site distributed on these areas .

Some of these sites excavated regularly and other as salvage excavation by several missions

The situation of archaeological site in Al Hasaka in both northern and southern rural :

156 site belong to this area 91 site has been documented, where these sites subjected to limited and very limited viola-

tions and some of them become as a front of fight works in the beginning of the crisis .

Fig 2 . Al Hasaka region

Fig 1 . the archaeological sites in Al Hasaka region

Considerable damage

Regular excavation
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Fig 3 . the archaeological sites in Al Hasaka region

Considerable damage

Regular excavation
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Tell Tamer : 
There are 56 site entirely documented, the proportion of damage between very limited, limited and considerable damages 

since the beginning of crisis , also some of them become as front of fight works

Considerable damage

Regular excavation

Fig 4 . the archaeological sites in Al Tell Tamer
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Merkada :
There are about 11 site, no one of them documented because of ISIS domination until close time .

Considerable damage

Regular excavation
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Tell Brak (  Ba’r Alhelo ) :

There is 76 site, about 46 site has been documented, some of these sites subjected to diferent abuses and as a front of 

fight works ..

Fig 5 . the archaeological sites in Tell Brak ( Ba’r Alhelo )

Considerable damage

Regular excavation
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Al Hol :

There are 25 site most of these sites still subject to violations since the beginning of crisis specifically illegal excavations

Al Shadada and Arisha :
There are 45 site only about 13 site has been documented because of mines presence 

Fig 7 . the archaeological sites in Al Shadada and Arisha

Fig 6 . the archaeological sites in Al Hol

Considerable damage

Regular excavation

Considerable damage

Regular excavation
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Second : Qamishli region : 
Three areas belong to Qamishi are Amouda, Tell Hamis and Terbaspeah and contain about 315 site some of them regularly 

excavated 

The situation of archaeological sites in Al Qamishli region :

There are about 54 site only 22 site  has been documented, most of them subjected to very limited violations except of 

two sites used as a front of fight works .

Fig 8 . the archaeological sites in Al Qamishli region

Fig 9 . Qamishli region

Considerable damage

Regular excavation
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Amouda :

There are 86 site , only 82 site has  been documented where some of the subjected to very limited violations

Considerable damage

Regular excavation

Fig 10 . the archaeological sites in Amouda region
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Considerable damage

Regular excavation
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Tell Hamis :

There are about 120 site , only 98 site has been documented, where most of them subjected to very limited, limited and 

considerable violation since the beginning of Crisis 

Considerable damage

Regular excavation

Fig 11 . the archaeological sites in Tell Hamis region
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Considerable damage

Regular excavation
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Terbaspeah :
Most of the 94th sites have been documented, there are different size of violation

Considerable damage

Regular excavation

Considerable damage

Regular excavation

Fig 12 . the archaeological sites in Terbaspeah region
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Considerable damage

Regular excavation
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Derek ( Al Malikiya ):

There are 2 areas belong to it as Tell Kojer ( Al Y’arubiya ) and Jel Aga ( Al Jewadia )  and about 202 site

The situation of archaeological sites in Derek ;

There are 77 site and only 68 site has been documented, some of these sites subjected to very limited violations .

Fig 13 . the archaeological sites in Derek ( Al Malikiya ) region

Fig 14 . Derek ( Al Malikiya ) region

Considerable damage

Regular excavation
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Considerable damage

Regular excavation

Fig 15 . the archaeological sites in Derek ( Al Malikiya ) region
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Jel Aga ( Al Jewadia) :

There are 52 site some of them documented with different violations

Fig 16 . the archaeological sites in Jel Aga ( Al Jewadia ) region

Considerable damage

Regular excavation
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Tell Kojer ( Al Y’arubiya ) :

There are 58 site where entirely documented some of them with different violations .

Considerable damage

Regular excavation

Fig 17 . the archaeological sites in Tell Kojer ( Al Y’arubiya ) region
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Considerable damage

Regular excavation
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Sere Kanyeah ( Ras Alain ) :

There are about 168 site also with Al Derbaseah area 

The situation of the archaeological sites in Sere Kanyeah ( Ras Alain) :

There are about 105 site , 54 site has been documented where some of the subjected to different violation

Considerable damage

Regular excavation

Fig 18 . the archaeological sites in Sere Kanyeah ( Ras Alain ) region

Fig 19 . Sere Kanyeah ( Ras Alain )  
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Considerable damage

Regular excavation
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The situation of the archaeological sites in Al Derbaseah area :

There are 66 site entirely documented some of these sites subjected to different abuses

Considerable damage

Regular excavation

Fig 20 . the archaeological sites in Al Derbaseah region
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Considerable damage

Regular excavation
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Digitized statistics about the 
archaeological sites in 
Al Jazireah Territory
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  :  Digitized statistics about the archaeological sites in Al Jazireah Territory : 
In this report we show more archaeological sites have been covered for one time, so the difference of increasing 
is cited to 841 site Personage for every region apart :
Al Hasaka region :

fig 2 . Precentage of the damaged archaeologi-

cal sites in Al Hasaka region .

Precentage of limited , very limited and consid-

erable damage .

36.8%

fig 1 . Precentage of the damaged archaeological sites in Al Hasaka region
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Al Qamishli region :

fig 4 . Precentage of the damaged archaeologi-

cal sites in Al Hasaka region .

Precentage of limited , very limited and consid-

erable damage .

40%

fig 3 . Precentage of the damaged archaeological sites in Al Qamishli region
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Derek ( Al Malikia ) region :

fig 6 . Precentage of the damaged archaeologi-

cal sites in Al Hasaka region .

Precentage of limited , very limited and consid-

erable damage .

30.4%

fig 5 . Precentage of the damaged archaeological sites in Derek ( Al Malikia ) region
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Sere Kaniyeh ( Ras Al Ain ) region :

fig 8 . Precentage of the damaged archaeologi-

cal sites in Al Hasaka region .

Precentage of limited , very limited and consid-

erable damage .

31.6%

fig 7 . Precentage of the damaged archaeological sites in Sere Kaniyeh ( Ras Al Ain ) region
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The personage of archaeological violated sites :

fig 10 . Precentage of the damaged archaeologi-

cal sites in Al Hasaka region .

Precentage of limited , very limited and consid-

erable damage .

35.7%

fig 9 . Precentage of the damaged archaeological sites in Al Jazira territory
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Fig 11 . The damaged archaeological sites in Al Jazira territory since beginning of crisis

Removing soils Building illegal Trenches Bulldozing
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fig 13 . Precentage of considerable damaged of 

the archaeological sites in Al Jazira territory4.3%

fig 12 . Precentage of the considerable damaged of archaeological sites in Al Jazira territory
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Map :

Fig 14 . The archaeological sites that used as front of fight works
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Fig 15 . The archaeological sites that subjected to considerable damage 
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Photos :

Fig 16 .  Sere Kaniyeh ( Ras Al Ain ) - Tell Abo Jarade - western side

Fig 17 . Al Hasaka - Tell Bizari - northern side
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Fig 18 .  Tell Tamer - Tell Al Salihiya - southwest side

Fig 19 . Terbaspeah - Tell Abo Fara’a - northern side
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Fig 20 . Al Hasaka - Tell Ahmer - northern side

Fig 21 . Al Hasaka - Tell Afandi - western side
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Fig 22 . Tell Hamis - Tell Bardi - eastern side

Fig 23 . Al Hasaka - Tell Suleimania - northern side
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Fig 24 . Tell Hamis - Tell Al Azam - eastern side

Fig 25 . Ba’r Al Helow - Tell Barri - western side
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Fig 26 . Sere Kanyeah  - Tell Jamus - western side

Fig 27 . AlHasaka - Tell Khatun - western side
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Fig 28 . Tell Hamis - Tell Dresiyat - eastern side

Fig 29 . Tell Hamis - Tell Sheiykh salem - southern side
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Fig 30 . Tell Tamer - Tell Tawil - southern side

Fig 31 . Tell Tamer - Tell Gerabit - southwest side
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Fig 32 . ALHasaka - Tell Majdal - northern side

Fig 33 . Amuda - Tell Mozan - western side
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Fig 34 . Tell Hamis - Tell Tlt Tlul - eastern side

Fig 35 . Tell Tamer - Tell Abd Al Salam Garbi - northern side
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Fig 36 . Tell Kojer - Qalat Al Hadi - western side

Fig 37 . Al Hol - Tell Bwair - western side
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Fig 38 . Tell Hamis - Tell Banja - southwest side

Fig 39 . AlHasaka - Tell Bako - eastern side
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Fig 40 . Ras Al Ain - Tell Boga - western side

Fig 41 . Ras Al Ain - Tell Jhash - eastern side
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Fig 42 . Tell Tamer - Tell Rman Foqani  - eastern side

Fig 43 . Al Hol - Tell Abo Herdo - eastern side
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The situation of some of 
archaeological sites in 
Al Balikh Basin and the 

Middle Euphrates Valley  
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    The situation of some of archaeological sites in Al Balikh Basin and the Middle Euphrates Valley :
The ATPA in Al Jazireah Territory _Syria has documented some of archaeological sites in Al Balikh Basin, the Mid-
dle Euphrates Valley and inside Raqqa city , also detailed reports formerly published about . 

Fig 1 . Shows archaeological sites in Al Balikh Basin , the Middle Euphrates Valley and Raqqa city
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     Excavated archaeological sites in The Middle Euphrates Valley :

Fig 2 . Some archaeological sites in The Middle Euphrates Valley
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Fig 3 . Tell Bazi - northern side

Fig 4 . Tell Bazi - excavations - bulldozing - top of mound
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Fig 5 . Tell Swiyhat - northern side

Fig 6 . Tell Swiyhat - excavetions - surface of mound
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Fig 7 . Tell Mnbaqa  - eastern side

Fig 8 . Tell Swiyhat - excavetions - northern side
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Fig 9 . Tell Khaled - excavetions - northern side

Fig 10 . Tell Khaled - excavetions
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Fig 11 . Tell Ahmer - eastern side

Fig 12 . Tell Ahmer - Bulldozing - surface of mound
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Fig 13 . Tell Qumluq - eastern side

Fig 14 . Ja’det Al magara - excavations - northern side
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Fig 15 . DIr Qansherin - eastern side

Fig 16 . Tell Abed
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Fig 17 . Tell Aushariye - western side

Fig 18 . Tell Halula - excavations - western side
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     Excavated archaeological sites in Al Balikh basin :

Fig 19 . Some of archaeological sites in Al Balikh basin

Fig 20 . Tell Halula - excavations - western side
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Fig 21 . Tell Sabi Abyad  - eastern side

Fig 22 . Tell Sabi Abyad  - excavations - crumbled wall - western side
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Fig 23 . Tell Sabi Abyad  - bulldozing - eastern side

Fig 24 . Tell Sabi Abyad  - excavations - Building
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Fig 25 . Tell Hamam Turkman  - western side

Fig 26 . Tell Hamam Turkman  - Bulldozing - southern side
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Fig 27 . Madinat Al Far  - excavations

Fig 28 . Tell Kharab sayar -  - eastern side
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Fig 29 . Some of archaeological sites in Al Raqqa

     Excavated archaeological sites in Al Raqqa  :
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Fig 30 . Al Raqqa - Museum - eastern side

Fig 31 . Al Raqqa - Bagdad Gate - southeast side
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Fig 32 . Al Raqqa - Fence - southern side

Fig 33 . Al Raqqa - Fence - eastern side
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Fig 34 . Al Raqqa - Qaser Al Banat - southeast side

Fig 35 . Al Raqqa - Hergula - northern side
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Infractions
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     Infractions :
The ATPA in Al Jazireah Territory – Syria monitored about 44 abuse in 2017 ranged as following : discordant build-
ing, removing soils from mounds, bulldozing, digging wells and illegal excavations 
The abuser files sent to the judgeship in order to sue them ..
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Fig 1 . Tell Kojer - discordant building

Fig 2 . AlHasaka . Tell Ahmer - discordant building

     Photos :
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Fig 3 . AlHasaka . Tell A’ker - bulldozing

Fig 4 . Al kamishli . Tell sewar - bulldozing
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Fig 5 . Al Hasaka . Tell Abo Jedari - burial - illegal excavations

Fig 6 . Al Kamishli . Tell Khwetla Al Jewala - removing soil
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Confiscations
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     Confiscations :
The files that confiscated by Kurdish Security Forces ( Al Asayish ) reached to 16 file included 868 piece, all of 
these materials document with photos by ATPA and kept in safety place, most of these materials are fake ..
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Fig 1 . collection of confiscated materials

Fig 2 . collection of Confiscated materials and fake figurine 

     Photos :
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Fig 3 . Lanterns

Fig 4 . collection of pots and leathered piece
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Activities
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     Activities :
Restoration of Tell Bayder :
Between 22/9/2017- 12/10/2017 the ATPA preformed salvage restoration in Tell Bayder by workers have for-
merly worked with Joint European Mission and under supervision of archaeologists and engineers from ATPA . 
the restorations included Temple(B) , Temple (C), facade of Temple D , the stores Sothern side, part of Hellenistic 
Palace and aps of Temple A .
The work in included cleaning floors , removing previous plastering and re-plastering with mud and plaster. In 
addition to restore some walls of in the Hellenistic Palace , stores and the Aps of Temple (A) entirely .

fig 1 . Tell Bayder - Stores
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fig 2 . Tell Bayder - Stores with facade of temple B , C

fig 3 . Tell Bayder - temple B
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fig 4 . Tell Bayder - temple A - apse before restoration

fig 5 . Tell Bayder - temple A - apse after restoration
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Awareness TV Program :
In coordination with ROJ AVA TV the ATPA prepared TV Program targets to identify the archaeological sites in Al 
Jazireah Territory and take up the History of the archaeological sites and all the missions those worked in and its 
Discoveries .

fig 6 . spectacle of program
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Exhibition of woman and history :
The ATPA prepared an Gallery  about the woman in the Upper Khabur Basin and the important discoveries which 
concerned with woman as figurine and impression seals
The Gallery continued 2 days (20-21/11/2017) held in the hall of culture and art in Amuda

fig 7 . Exhibition of woman and history - Amouda
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fig 8 . Exhibition of woman and history - Amouda

fig 9 . Exhibition of woman and history - Amouda
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Stone Scream Exhibition :
The ATPA held an exhibition titled Stone Scream in Al Hasaka city continued 3 days ( 1,2,3/3/2017 ) included 50 
penal belong to more than 20 excavated archaeological site in Al Jazireah 
This Exhibition formerly held in all of Qamishli , Remelan , Amouda and Terbespeah cities 

fig 10 . Stone Scream Exhibition - Hasaka
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fig 11 . Stone Scream Exhibition - Hasaka

fig 12 . Stone Scream Exhibition - Hasaka
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Workshop :
In sponsorship and funding of the American mission which worked in Tell Mozan . continued 2 days and partici-
pated with University of Al Furat in Al Hasaka – Department of antiquities , this workshop has taken up motifs  as :
-  identification of the archaeological site and the Mission which worked in
- studding potteries and what discovered in Urkesh site
- drawing and archaeological Excavation
- how to use the NIVO device

fig 13 . workshop - first day
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fig 14 . workshop - second day

fig 15 . workshop - second day
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Awareness workshop :
During 12 till 16 the ATPA held an awareness workshop, presented by over 60 student from Al Furat and Roj Ava 
Universities this workshop has taken up 2 days of lectures and rounds to some of archaeological sites as Tell 
Hamoker , Tell Leylan , Tell Sha’ir , Tell Arbid, Tell Hamidia and Tell Barri .

fig 16 . Awareness workshop - first day
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fig 17 . Awareness workshop - second day

fig 18 . Awareness workshop - first day
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Salvage excavation to lift and restore flooring Mosaic in Tell Shiyuekh Tahtani :
The ATPA with coordinating with Directorate of Antiquities in Kobani and under supervision of 2 experts from 
ICCM has lifted and restored flooring Mosaic from Tell Shiyeukh Tahtani and kept in safety place 

fig 19 . Tell Shiyuekh Tahtani - Salvage excavation
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fig 20 . Tell Shiyuekh Tahtani - Salvage excavation

fig 21 . Tell Shiyuekh Tahtani - mosaic evacuation
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fig 22 . Tell Shiyuekh Tahtani - mosaic restoration

fig 23 . Tell Shiyuekh Tahtani - mosaic restoration
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Maintenance in Ja’ber citadel : 
The ATPA in coordination with Directorate of Antiquities and Civil Council of Al Tabqa performed maintenance 
work in Ja’ber citadel as the following :
- re- soils to pits which happened as result of electricity cable robbery
- restoring part of drawer which crumbled 
- re composition the outer door that took off during crisis by the extremist groups
- composition a new iron door for the Roman cemetery after stealing its ex door
- composition a wooden pedals of the drawer which lead to the Roman cemetery
-  composing a new  lock of Burj Alia Museum Door 
-   cleaning the floor of library from rubbles
-   cleaning the floor of Burj Alia Museum from rubbles
- cleaning the yard which lead to Burj Alia Museum
- cleaning the drawer from rubble and stone
- cleaning the outer door from the rubble and stone 
- cleaning part of the yard of Citadel 
- appointing a guard of the Citadel for monitoring and protection
Also we have to mention that the contents of Burj Alia Museum and Roman cemetery have relocated by Syrian 
Directorate of Antiquities in Al Raqqa in the beginning of Syrian crisis, also the Citadel used as military station by 
extremist groups , where its western facade subjected to shooting bullets and all the electricity cables robbed in 
addition to stealing doors, windows and excavation tolls, the documents and books threw to the river 
Mostly the Citadel is in good situation .
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fig 24 . Ja’ber citadel - Burj Alia - cleaning of museum

fig 24 . Ja’ber citadel - Maintenance of the main cate 
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fig 25 . Ja’ber citadel -  Burj Alia - cleaning of yard

fig 26 . Ja’ber citadel - composition of main cate
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Documentary about Tell Halaf :
The ATPA preparing a documentary film about the history , discoveries and mission which worked in .

fig 27 . Documentary of Tell Halaf - spectecal of film
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fig 28 . Documentary of Tell Halaf - spectecal of film

fig 29 . Documentary of Tell Halaf - spectecal of film
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fig 30 . Documentary of Tell Halaf - spectecal of film

fig 31 . Documentary of Tell Halaf - spectecal of film
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fig 32 . Memory of People Magazine 

Memory of People Magazine :
The ATPA recently issued the experimental issuance take up archaeological and historical motifs with both Kurd-
ish and English language . 
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fig 33 . Memory of People Magazine 

fig 34 . Memory of People Magazine 
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Awareness lectures :
The ATPA gave over 27 lecture in many military and civil academy  concerned with the history of Syria and how 
to protect its heritage during the conflict ..

fig 35 . Awarenes lectures
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    Conclusion :
safeguarding of archaeological sites and monumental during the conflicts have to be front of priorities , because 
crumbling of any site represents cataclysm for humanity legacy forever ,that lead us to realize the importance of 
the convention which issued by UNESCO in conference of Paris in 1972
During 7 years of sectarian war in Syria and despite of difficulty of conditions, we are working as possible as  to 
safeguarding the heritage in northeast of Syria, we realize that is belong to all of humanity, ignoring the risks 
and difficulties  .


